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Developers heavily rely on Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) from libraries to build their software.
As software evolves, developers may need to replace the used libraries with alternate libraries, a process known
as library migration. Doing this manually can be tedious, time-consuming, and prone to errors. Automated
migration techniques can help alleviate some of this burden. However, designing effective automated migration
techniques requires understanding the types of code changes required to transform client code that used
the old library to the new library. This paper contributes an empirical study that provides a holistic view
of Python library migrations, both in terms of the code changes required in a migration and the typical
development effort involved. We manually label 3,096 migration-related code changes in 335 Python library
migrations from 311 client repositories spanning 141 library pairs from 35 domains. Based on our labeled
data, we derive a taxonomy for describing migration-related code changes, PyMigTax. Leveraging PyMigTax
and our labeled data, we investigate various characteristics of Python library migrations, such as the types
of program elements and properties of API mappings, the combinations of types of migration-related code
changes in a migration, and the typical development effort required for a migration. Our findings highlight
various potential shortcomings of current library migration tools. For example, we find that 40% of library pairs
have API mappings that involve non-function program elements, while most library migration techniques
typically assume that function calls from the source library will map into (one or more) function calls from the
target library. As an approximation for the development effort involved, we find that, on average, a developer
needs to learn about 4 APIs and 2 API mappings to perform a migration, and change 8 lines of code. However,
we also found cases of migrations that involve up to 43 unique APIs, 22 API mappings, and 758 lines of code,
making them harder to manually implement. Overall, our contributions provide the necessary knowledge and
foundations for developing automated Python library migration techniques. We make all data and scripts
related to this study publicly available at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.24216858.v2.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Modern software development heavily relies on third-party libraries [1, 11, 57], as they can enhance
developer efficiency [44] and improve the reliability and maintainability of software systems [59].
However, the libraries that an application depends on may become obsolete over time [29, 50,
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Fig. 1. bottle to flask migration extracted/adapted from cqmoe/python-cqhttp#f9f083ec.

56]. Libraries with vulnerabilities or bugs can also adversely impact the applications that use
them [20, 39]. Moreover, developers might discover newer, better-performing, or easier-to-use
libraries [29, 34, 41]. In all these situations, developers often need to replace a currently used library
with an alternative one, a process commonly referred to as library migration.

The library migration process typically involves finding which APIs from the new library can
replace the used APIs from the old library (API mapping), and updating all existing code that used
the old library’s API to now use the new library’s API while ensuring no change in the software’s
behavior (client code transformation). This is a time-consuming and error-prone task that developers
often dread [39], especially in large codebases with pervasive use of the original library. Therefore,
migration techniques that automate this entire process can save developers time and effort.
With the exception of a few techniques [46], most of the existing library migration literature

targets Java libraries [5, 8, 15, 54, 60]. Regardless of the supported language, most of these techniques
stop at the API mapping stage [5, 8, 15, 54, 60] and/or implicitly assume that function calls from
the source library map to (one or more) function calls in the target library [5, 8, 15, 46, 54, 60].
When implementing client code transformation, researchers may also leverage certain aspects of
the target library domain to implement their technique, e.g., the expressiveness of error messages
in the data science domain [46]. However, designing general library migration support techniques
requires a deep and systematic understanding of the required migration-related code changes.

Figure 1 presents a Python code snippet migrated from the web application framework bottle (left
side) to an analogous library, flask (right side). An API mapping technique may suggest replacing
the post() function with the route() function. While helpful, the information is incomplete,
because successfully transforming the shown client code to use the new library requires adding the
methods argument with the value ['POST'] to the route() call.
Overall, there is no systematic knowledge of all types of API mappings and code changes for

successful client code transformation from a source to a target library. For example, some analogous
libraries may have similar APIs, requiring minimal code modifications during migration. Conversely,
others may have considerable differences, requiring extensive modifications. This raises several
pertinent questions for the development of library migration tools and techniques.What are the

common types of code changes that developers typically perform to migrate from one library to another?

Does a migration typically involve a single kind of code change or multiple related code changes?

How difficult would it be to automate these changes? Overall, What are the characteristics of the code

changes during library migrations?

To the best of our knowledge, while there is a lot of literature on library migration, no study
systematically characterizes migration-related code changes regardless of the targeted language.
Given the Python’s rising popularity and its expanding library set [22], we address this gap
by conducting an empirical study to understand different types of code changes that happen
during Python library migration in open-source repositories. We analyze real-world Python library
migrations using two existing datasets, PyMigBench [31] and SALM [25], creating a new dataset
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PyMigBench-2.0. While these datasets contain identified migration commits, they do not (identify
or) analyze the involved code changes. In this work, we identify migration-related code changes
from the migrations in PyMigBench-2.0, label these code changes, and then build a taxonomy
of code changes, PyMigTax. The resulting labeled migrations allow us to perform the empirical
study and investigate the above questions; the answers to these questions can aid tool builders and
researchers in developing Python library migration tools and techniques.

Our empirical study is based on PyMigBench-2.0, which includes 3,096 migration-related code
changes in 335 Python library migrations from 311 client repositories spanning 141 library pairs
from 35 domains. We find that 40% of library pairs have API mappings that involve program
elements other than functions (e.g., attribute or decorator). We also find that a program element
from the source library (e.g., a function call) may be replaced by a different type of program
element from the target library (e.g., an attribute access). These results imply that some of the
assumptions that current API mapping or client transformation tools make (e.g., that a function is
always replaced by another function [5, 6, 46, 54]) may not always hold in all migration scenarios.
Regardless of the type of program elements in an API mapping, 65% of API mappings involve
program elements with different names, and 29% of function call to function call API mappings
involve some form of argument transformation. Thus, it is essential for tools to support a variety of
types of code changes. We also find that, on average (median), a migration includes 8 lines of code, 7
API instances, and 3 code changes, and a developer who has to manually migrate client code needs
to learn 4 APIs and 2 API mappings. Thus, on one hand, the good news is that an automated tool
may be able to automate the majority of migrations, given their simplicity and repetitiveness. On
the other hand, such automation requires handling several types of API mappings and argument
transformations in certain more complex migrations.

To summarize, this paper makes the following contributions:

(1) We create a benchmark of 335 manually verified Python library migrations, PyMigBench-2.0,
by expanding the original PyMigBench [31] dataset with verified migrations from SALM
[25].

(2) We manually label 3,096 migration-related code changes in the PyMigBench-2.0 dataset to
build PyMigTax, a taxonomy of Python library migrations.

(3) We conduct an empirical study on PyMigBench-2.0 to characterize the nature of Python
library migrations in terms of the required migration-related code changes and migration
effort.

Researchers can use PyMigBench-2.0 to evaluate their library migration tools and techniques
and use PyMigTax for accurately labeling supported library migration types. For example, one
technique may only work for client code transformation that involves function mapping with
no changes in arguments while another may be able to additionally handle argument changes
and modifications to attribute access. By clearly stating supported operations, techniques can be
compared systematically and fairly. Our findings, along with the discussed implications, provide
insights into the characteristics of Python library migrations, highlighting the required migration
support. All our data and analysis scripts are available on our online artifact page https://doi.org/
10.6084/m9.figshare.24216858.v2.

2 BACKGROUND AND TERMINOLOGY

2.1 Terminology and Notation

Library migration entails replacing one library with another in a software application, with the old
being the source library and the new being the target library. Similarly, source API and target API
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refer to the APIs of these respective libraries. A library pair is termed analogous if the two libraries
provide similar functionality, allowing migration between them.

A commit in which migration occurs is a migration commit. While migrations can span multiple
commits [6], the datasets used in this study (see Section 2.2) consider only single-commit migrations.
Therefore, for simplicity, this paper equates a migration with a migration commit. Nonetheless, a
single commit can encompass multiple migrations between different library pairs.

During library migration, developers modify the client code to replace source library APIs with
analogous target APIs. We refer to these modifications a migration-related code changes or simply
code changes. A migration can require adjustments in multiple files and locations within a file. A
single code change denotes a minimal API replacement that is indivisible into further meaningful
replacements. For example, in Figure 1, we observe three distinct code changes. The import on
line 7 is replaced with the import in line 6, the function call Bottle() on line 68 is replaced by the
function call to Flask() on line 67, and the function call post() on line 69 is replaced by a call to
function route() on line 68. We use the notation <removed-lines>:<added-lines> to specify a code
changes in a given diff; hence these three code changes are denoted by 7:6, 68:67, and 69:68. Since
the same line number may appear in both the removed or added lines, we use −<line-number> and
+<line-number> to denote removed and added lines, respectively.
By observing code changes (along with reading the libraries’ documentations), we can infer

API mappings, a term commonly used in the literature [16, 45], to indicate which API(s) from the
target library perform the same functionality provided by the original API from the source library.
From the changes in Figure 1, we can infer two API mappings Bottle() → Flask() and post()
→ route(). To successfully apply API mappings during client code transformation, developers
may need to perform additional types of code changes. We refer to such additional code changes as
properties. For example, the code change that applied the API mapping from Bottle() to Flask()
in Figure 1 required the following properties: name change and argument addition.

2.2 Datasets

We provide the background details of the two datasets we use: SALM [25] and PyMigBench [31].

SALM. Gu et al. [25] analyzed self-admitted library migrations (SALM) in Java, JavaScript and
Python repositories to understand the nature and frequency of librarymigrations. Their contribution
includes a dataset of self-admitted Python library migrations which we refer to as SALM in this
paper. Gu et al. use libraries.io [35] to retrieve 10,147 popular Python libraries, and GHTorrent
[24] to retrieve 121,381 client repositories for these libraries. To identify self-admitted migrations,
they use NLP-based heuristics to analyze the commit messages to identify commits that explicitly
mention a migration between two libraries. They further filter out migrations between infrequent
library pairs and finally include 5,805 library migrations between 640 library pairs in 5,061 commits.

PyMigBench. In our previous work [31], we built PyMigBench, a benchmark of Python library
migrations and locations of code changes. We used SEART [19] to retrieve a list of 195,075 non-
forked Python repositories with 10 or more stars. We first used various automated filtering to
discard unlikely migrations, and then manually verified 1,244 migrations between library pairs
that frequently appear in the migrations, resulting in 75 migrations with code changes between 34
analogous library pairs.

3 BUILDING PYMIGTAX

For our empirical study, we need a unified way to describe migration-related code changes. Thus,
as our first step, we use the identified migrations from the two datasets mentioned in Section 2.2,
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Table 1. Datasets used in the study

Round Dataset Migrations Repos Lib Pairs Libs Domains 𝜅 PE 𝜅 Cardinality 𝛼 Props

Full data
after filtering

PyMigBench 75 57 34 55 11
SALM 1,559 1,291 199 265 25

All 1,634 1,338 224 296 36

Initial PyMigBench 75 57 34 55 11
1 SALM 13 13 12 21 3 0.43 0.52 0.59
2 SALM 19 19 14 23 7 0.93 0.94 0.48
3 SALM 20 20 12 24 9 0.97 0.80 0.81
4 SALM 259 249 116 174 24

Labeled
data

PyMigBench 75 57 34 55 11
SALM 310 298 131 193 25

All 385 355 159 229 36

Having code change PyMigBench-2.0 335 311 141 208 35

PyMigBench and SALM, to derive a taxonomy of code changes, referred to as PyMigTax. We will
now describe the steps undertaken to construct PyMigTax.

3.1 Data curation

In our previous work, we manually validated each migration that is part of PyMigBench, enabling
us to use it as is in this work. However, SALM is an automatically constructed data set, which relies
on heuristics to detect self-admitted migrations from commit messages. Thus, we first verify the
correctness of the data SALM provides, and apply the following filtering and preprocessing steps.
We remove 4 duplicate migrations found in SALM and focus on third-party libraries (the ones

available in PyPI [22]). There are 35 libraries in SALM not on PyPI, either due to misspellings or
being system libraries, affecting 155 library pairs and resulting in the exclusion of 1,818 migrations.
We observe some migrations in SALM between seemingly non-analogous library pairs, possibly due
to its automated construction. An example includes migrations between flask (a web application
framework) and click (CLI library). We identify 253 non-analogous library pairs in SALM using
OpenAI’s GPT-4 API [48] (prompt is available on the artifacts page) and exclude them and their
corresponding migrations. This results in 1,559 self-admitted library migrations which we use. The
first three rows of Table 1 summarize the two datasets after the above filtering. Given that some
migrations overlap in both datasets, the All row does not directly sum the preceding two rows.

3.2 Building the initial version of PyMigTax

We build an initial version of PyMigTax based on the data available in PyMigBench because it
specifies the line numbers of code changes for each recorded migration, unlike SALM. For each
migration in PyMigBench, we manually analyze the modified Python files in the corresponding
commit to understand and label the types of code changes, following an iterative open-coding
[51] process as follows. The first author initially manually reviews code changes of 32 randomly
selected migrations, recording the source and target APIs and how the replacement between them
is happening in the migration-related code changes (e.g., replace a function and add an argument).
Based on these notes, the first author creates a draft of the taxonomy that they discuss with two
other authors, looking at the corresponding examples and discuss the structure and labels to use
in the taxonomy. Based on the discussion, the first author revisits and refines the draft taxonomy,
applying the new insights to label additional data before another round of discussion. This process
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continues until the three authors agree that the taxonomy accurately captures the observed code
changes available in PyMigBench. At the end of this process, we identify the following three
dimensions for labeling code changes:

Fig. 2. netaddr to ipaddress migration extracted/adapted from ovirt/vdsm#6eef802.

Program elements. The program element are types of the APIs involved in the code change, such
as function call and attribute. We further separate source and target program elements to indicate
the types of source and target APIs, respectively. For example, in the change 56:56 in Figure 2,
the function call IPAddress and the attribute value from the source library are replaced with the
ip_address function call from the target library. Here, the source program elements are function
call and attribute, with the target program element being function call.

Cardinality. The numerical relationship between removed and added APIs in a code change. We
use many to describe any quantity greater than one, as also used in the literature [8]. In the change
56:56 from Figure 2, two APIs are replaced with one, therefore, the cardinality is many-to-one.

Properties. Additional specific details that characterize the code change. Such properties emerged
from our open coding process. For example, in Figure 2, the new code on Line 56 requires a cast to
an integer (using int()), which we label as output transformation.

We use the notation source program elements

𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦
−−−−−−−−−→ target program elements | properties

to label a code change using PyMigTax, often omitting the cardinality. For example, the change
in line 56:56 in Figure 2 can be denoted as function call, attribute → function call | outTrans . For
brevity, we do not show the initial version of PyMigTax in the paper, but include it in our artifact.

3.3 Extending PyMigTax

While PyMigBench contains manually verified data, its small size poses a risk of constraining our
taxonomy, potentially overfitting it solely to the migrations observed in this dataset. To improve
the generalizability of the taxonomy, we use the initial version of PyMigTax to label the code
changes of a statistically representative sample of migrations in SALM. We follow an iterative
process (outlined below) where we allow modifications to PyMigTax based on the new data and
then finalize the taxonomy when we reach saturation.

3.3.1 Automatic Identification of Migration-related Changed Lines: SALM does not include the
location of the migration-related code changes and might include commits with no actual changes,
relying solely on self-admitted migration in commit messages. Thus, we first automatically identify
lines that may potentially have code changes, focusing on those related to the source or target
libraries in the self-admitted migration. However, this requires detecting library usage in the
modified files. Although migrations in SALM are labeled with source and target library names,
these names do not always match the import names; for instance, pyyaml uses the import name
yaml. We use OpenAI’s GPT-4 API [48] to retrieve the mappings between library names and their
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Fig. 3. PyMigTax: a taxonomy of Python migration-related code changes

corresponding top-level import names (prompt is available on our artifacts page). Given the import
names, we can now identify usages of the libraries in the changed code. Specifically, we use the
ast module to find usages of the libraries. We then identify candidate migration lines as deleted
lines where the source library was used or added lines where the target library is used. We find a
total of 1,269 of the 1,559 migrations in SALM with at least one file having candidate migration
lines. We do not find any code changes in the remaining migrations.

3.3.2 Iterative Labeling Process. We find that the 1,269 migrations in SALM span 25 library domains,
as labeled by the original SALM authors. Thus, when sampling the subset of migrations to manually
analyze, we keep the following goals in mind: (1) the selected migrations are diverse across the
different library domains to avoid biasing the types of code changes we observe to certain domains,
(2) the sample size is statistically representative, and (3) the final selection is random.

To satisfy these criteria, we perform a proportional stratified random selection [10, 37, 49] as
follows. For statistical representativeness, we need to label 296 out of the total 1,269 migrations
(5% margin of error, 95% confidence level), or 23.33% of the migrations. To ensure both diversity
and randomness of the dataset, we perform this selection based on the migration count in each
domain, selecting 23.33% of migrations from each domain, and rounding up. However, to ensure
adequate data from all domains, we select a minimum of two migrations from each, unless only one
is available. Due to this approach, we finally select a total of 311 migrations. Our artifact depicts
the distribution across application domains of the library pairs.

We follow an iterative closed-coding approach [51] to label code changes in sampled migrations
using the initial version of PyMigTax. However, we also allow raters to identify new types of code
changes. In each round, we randomly select a number of migrations for labeling. Each migration is
independently labeled by two authors. Disagreements are discussed and resolved after each round,
involving all authors if needed. This process continues until substantial inter-rater agreement is
achieved, and no new taxonomy labels are identified. Inter-rater agreement is measured using
Cohen’s kappa [17] score for program elements and cardinality, aiming for a score of ≥ 0.8 for
near-perfect agreement [40]. For properties, which can have multiple labels per code change, we
use Krippendorff’s alpha [38], maintaining a customary threshold of ≥ 0.8.

The middle section of Table 1 shows the labeled migrations per iteration and the corresponding
kappa/alpha scores. In the first round, we observe three new program elements and two new
properties. In the second round, we find three new properties but no new program elements. In the
third round, after labelling a total of 52 migrations with 371 migration-related code changes, we do
not observe any new taxonomy items and also reach the target agreement for program elements,
cardinality, and properties. Subsequently, each of the remaining 259 migrations, comprising 1,233
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Fig. 4. ed25519 to pynacl migration extracted/adapted from romanz/trezor-agent#e1bbdb4.

related code changes, is labeled by a single author, with no new items added to the taxonomy. The
bottom section of Table 1 summarizes the labeled data used to construct PyMigTax.

3.4 A description of PyMigTax

Figure 3 illustrates the final version of PyMigTax, showing the three dimensions of a code change:
cardinality (left), source/target program elements (middle), and properties (right). These items can
be combined in various ways to depict a given code change. The connecting lines on the right
show the observed properties for specific program elements, further detailed below. The text in
parentheses next to a property represents its short name, frequently used throughout the paper.

3.4.1 Program elements. Each code change involves specific program elements, with seven distinct
types observed in our data. The first type, function call, includes calls to functions, methods,
constructors, etc., commonly referred to as callable1. Function reference, on the other hand, occurs
when a callable is only used as a reference, without calling it. In Figure 2, note how the two uses of
the netaddr.IPAddress function in lines −56 and −419 are labeled as function call and function
reference, respectively.
Similar to how PyMigTax distinguishes between function calls and function references, it also

distinguishes between a type and a call to a constructor (the latter being a function call). In Figure 4,
VerifyingKey (−164) is replaced with VerifyKey (+166), with both the source and target program
elements being type. Libraries often use their own exception types, which also require migration.
Such program elements are labeled as exception in PyMigTax.

An attribute indicates access to an attribute of an object, as illustrated by the removal of access to
the attribute value in line −56 of Figure 2. A decorator denotes the use of a decorator, as shown in
lines −18 and +17 of Figure 5. During migration, developers typically replace the import statements
of the source library with those of the target library, a change described by the import program
element in PyMigTax, depicted in lines 8:8 of Figure 4. Given the stylistic variations in importing a
library or its APIs, import code changes are not labeled with cardinality or properties.

3.4.2 Cardinality. We find code changes having a total 6 different cardinalities, including one-
to-one, one-to-many, many-to-one, and many-to-many, which are frequently mentioned in the
literature [5, 55]. Cases also exist where APIs are either only removed or added, indicating one-to-
zero or zero-to-one cardinalities, respectively. Figure 5 showcases a migration between the web

1https://docs.python.org/3/glossary.html#term-callable
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Fig. 5. bottle to flask migration extracted/adapted from heyman/locust#4067b92.

Fig. 6. argparse to click migration extracted/adapted from clearmatics/ion#03fb3a3. .

application frameworks bottle and flask, illustrating a zero-to-one cardinality. Here, the source
library, bottle, uses a static method (route) for routing, while the target library, flask, uses an
instance method (Flask.route), requiring the initialization of the Flask object in line +10.

3.4.3 Properties. Each code change can additionally be characterized by properties. The property
element name change applies when the names of the equivalent source and target APIs differ, such
as the replacement of the function call Bottle() with the function call Flask() in Figure 1, which
involves an element name change.

Code change 300:300 in Figure 6 exhibits several argument-related properties in the replacement
of add_argument() with the decorator @option(). Argument name change apply to instances
where the source and target APIs have identical arguments, but their names differ, as seen with
action and callback. Argument addition occurs when one or more arguments are added to
the target function call or decorator during migration, exemplified by metavar and required.
Conversely, argument deletion involves the removal of an argument, such as dest.

Notice how the newly decorated function main in Figure 6 now takes a new parameter (block)
to replace the original command line arguments with the same names in −300. PyMigTax has the
property parameter addition to decorated function to describe this change. Note that parameter
addition to decorated function differs from argument addition as the former affects a client code
function, while the latter applies to the target API.

Sometimes, added and removed program elements take similar arguments, but argument changes
are needed during migration. PyMigTax uses the argument transformation property to label such
changes. Figure 4 illustrates this with VerifyingKey and VerifyKey from source and target li-
braries, both requiring a key, but the latter expects it in byte format, necessitating an additional
bytes call on line +91. Another example involves the verify methods in both libraries, taking
identical arguments but with reversed positions. Figure 5 depicts a third instance, where send_file
and the corresponding make_response function in the target library have differing requirements.

PyMigTax features the output transformation property to address cases where source and target
APIs return data in differing formats, thus requiring transformation during migration. In Figure 2,
the source API provides a value attribute to access the returned IP address as an integer, whereas the
target library recommends using the built-in int function for integer representation, exemplifying
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Table 2. Distribution of types of API mappings in PyMigBench-2.0

Target program elements
function call attribute decorator function reference type exception import none total

So
ur

ce
pr

og
ra
m

el
em

en
ts

function call
103 (73%) 16 (11%) 3 (2%)

- - - - 24 (17%)
109 (77%)

attribute
9 (6%) 18 (13%)

- - - - - 3 (2%)
25 (18%)

decorator
1 (0.7%)

-
8 (6%)

- - - - 2 (1%)
9 (6%)

function reference - - -
3 (2%)

- - - 1 (0.7%)
4 (3%)

type - - - -
10 (7%)

- - 1 (0.7%)
10 (7%)

exception - - - - -
11 (8%)

- 4 (3%)
14 (10%)

import - - - - - - 137 (97%) 9 (6%) 138 (98%)

none 15 (11%) 5 (4%) 4 (3%) 1 (0.7%) 3 (2%) 3 (2%) 8 (6%) - 23 (16%)

total
107 (76%) 30 (21%) 12 (9%) 4 (3%) 11 (8%) 12 (9%)

137 (97%) 31 (22%)
141 (100%)

an output transformation property through the int call. The async transformation applies when
either source or target APIs use async/await keywords, as shown lines 36:38 in Figure 7.

Note that some code changes may not have any properties. For example, the decorators replaced
in 18:17 of Figure 5 have identical names and signatures, a code change with no properties.

3.5 PyMigBench-2.0

We used PyMigBench [31] and a subset of SALM [25] to build PyMigBench-2.0. Similar to
PyMigBench [31], we store our labeled data in a YAML format, one YAML file for each migration.
While the original PyMigBench included only the locations of each code change, PyMigBench-2.0
includes the program elements, cardinality, and the additional properties we label using PyMigTax.
Additionally, a code change entry includes the names of the source and target APIs removed and
added, respectively, in this code change. The “Having code change” row in Table 1 shows the data
included in PyMigBench-2.0. The dataset and its documentation are available in our artifact.

4 EMPIRICAL STUDY

In our empirical study, we answer three main research questions.

RQ1 What are the common types of API mappings that appear during migration between Python
libraries?
RQ1.1 What program elements are typically involved in API mappings?
RQ1.2 What properties are typically involved in the code transformations for different types

of API mappings?
RQ2 What combinations of code changes are common in Python library migrations?
RQ3 How much development effort is needed for Python library migrations?
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4.1 RQ1 What are the common types of API mappings that appear during migration

between Python libraries?

4.1.1 Motivation. Migrating from one library to another requires modifying the code from using
the old to the new library. While some analogous libraries have similar APIs, requiring minimal
adjustments, others may necessitate extensive modifications due to differing APIs. The data we
labeled using PyMigTax helps us to understand typical API mappings from source to target libraries.

4.1.2 Methods. We answer this RQ by analyzing the distribution of program elements and proper-
ties that appear in the API mappings we infer from the code change in PyMigBench-2.0.

Consistent with existing literature [5, 7, 54], we derive API mappings from the code changes we
observe. For example, the code changes 91:91 and 164:166 in Figure 4 both replace VerifyingKey
with VerifyKey. Therefore, VerifyingKey→ VerifyKey is an API mapping. An API mapping may
appear in several code changes, or even several migrations. In that case, the corresponding code
changes will all have the same source and target APIs; however, the properties involved in the code
change may be different. The specific properties for each code change depend on the underlying
client code and do not change the API mapping. Therefore, when studying API mappings in RQ1,
we simply combine all observed properties for an API mapping. Suppose foo()→ bar() API mapping
requires element name change in one migration and argument addition and element name change
in another migration, then we would have a single set of properties {element name change, argument

addition} for this API mapping. Due to this difference in the nature of program elements and the
corresponding differences in data analysis, we divide this RQ into two research questions for clarity.

InRQ1.1, given a library pair, we aim to identify the types of source and target program elements
that appear in the API mappings for that library pair. Table 2 presents our findings for RQ1.1,
as the top number and percentage in each cell. The columns and rows depict different types of
program elements from PyMigTax. The number at the top of each cell shows the number of library
pairs for which we find at least one API mapping between the respective program elements. The
percentage is then calculated from the total of 141 unique library pairs in the dataset. For example,
the first cell in row two indicates that 9 (6%) library pairs have at least one API mapping where an
attribute is replaced with a function call. None indicates no source/target elements, representing
API additions/removals, and a dash (-) denotes combinations of elements that we did not observe.

In RQ1.2, we explore the properties that occur during client code transformation. Specifically, we
are interested to know out of all observed API mappings between two types of program elements
(regardless of which library pair they belong to), how many API mappings required a specific
property during the corresponding client code transformations. Thus, it is important to note that
for properties, the unit of measurement is not a library pair, but rather an API mapping. We also
use Table 2 to summarize the results, focusing on the stacked bar charts for properties. The table’s
colored legend shows different properties, and each cell displays the distribution of these properties
for API mappings between the respective program elements. For example, the table reveals that all
API mappings that required changing a type from the source library to a type in the target library
only exhibited element name change.

4.1.3 RQ1.1 Findings (Program Elements in library pairs). We now discuss the top number in each
cell from Table 2 related to program elements. We observe that import replacements are found in
almost all library pairs (97%), as libraries typically have distinct import names, prompting changes
during migration. However, it is interesting to note that some libraries, aiming for easy migration,
maintain identical import names. We find 2 such pairs in PyMigBench-2.0: PyCryptoDome and
PyCrypto, both using the import name Crypto, and py-bcrypt and bcrypt, both using bcrypt.
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Given that functions are the main type of API offered by libraries, it is not surprising to see that
most library pairs (77%) have API mappings involving function calls as a source element, and 76%
as a target element. Interestingly, function calls are not always replaced by other function calls;
they can also be replaced by attributes (11% of library pairs) and, less frequently, decorators (2%
of library pairs). The opposite is also true: attributes can be replaced with function calls (6%) and
decorators replaced by function calls (0.7%).

Replacements involving function reference, type, and exception replacements are less common,
found in only 3%, 7%, and 10%migrations respectively. Function reference and type are only replaced
with the same type of program element or are removed. While most migrations replace source
APIs with target APIs, we also observe some cases of addition (none column, 22% library pairs) and
removal (none row, 16% library pairs).

4.1.4 RQ1.2 Findings (Properties in API mappings). Turning to the properties in code transforma-
tions, the predominant blue in in the stacked bar charts of Table 2 highlights frequent element
name change. It suggests that the APIs from the source library do not necessarily map to APIs
with the same name in the target library. Nevertheless, 32% of function call to function call API
mappings retained the same name in both libraries.
Argument-related properties only apply to function calls and decorators, as other program

elements do not take arguments. We observe argument addition (orange) in 28% of function call
to function call API mappings and 50% of function call to decorators API mappings. We also see
that argument addition occurs in 100% of decorators to function call API mappings and 20% of
decorators to decorators API mappings. We find that argument deletion (green) is less common
than argument addition (total 18% vs 22%). Specifically, they are common in API mappings with a
decorator as a target program element (67%). On the other hand, argument transformation (purple)
is common in API mappings with function call as a source program element (28%). We observe that
30% of decorator to decorator API mappings involve argument name change; however, none of the
decorator to function call API mappings have argument name change.
Async transformation and output transformation are only applicable to function calls and

attributes, but do not occur frequently (4% and 7% respectively of all API mappings). We observe
Parameter addition to decorated function even less frequently (2% of all API mappings). Recall that
we do not label properties for import code changes. Also, there are no properties when an API is
just added or removed. Therefore there are no charts in the import and none rows and columns.

RQ1: The majority of library pairs (73%) have API mappings between function calls. However,
we also find that 40% of library pairs have API mappings that involve non-function program
elements. Regardless of the type of program elements in an API mapping, 65% of API mappings
involve program elements with different names, and 29% of function call to function call API
mappings involve argument transformation.

4.1.5 RQ1 discussion. To the best of our knowledge, most of the current API mapping or client code
transformation techniques consider function calls as the main program element to find mappings
for [5, 6, 8, 46, 54]. If we assume these techniques work for Python, then the good news is that this
implies that they may be able to support some API mappings in 73% of the library pairs in our
data that have function call to function call API mappings. However, most of these techniques do
not consider other program element types (e.g., attributes or decorators), and worse, do not try to
deduce mappings between different types of program elements [5, 6, 8, 46, 54]. Our findings show
that 40% of library pairs require replacements that involve non-function program elements.
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Table 3. Code change combinations in the migrations.

rank combination # migs % migs rank combination # migs % migs

1 function call → function call | elemNC 21 8.2% 8 function call → function call | argAdd, elemNC 4 1.6%

2 function call → function call | no properties 18 7.0% 9 function call → function call | argTrans 4 1.6%

3 function call → function call | argTrans, elemNC 11 4.3% 10 decorator → decorator | argTrans 3 1.2%

4 function call → function call | argAdd, argDel, elemNC 8 3.1% 11
function call → function call | elemNC
function call → function call | no properties

3 1.2%

5 function call → function call | elemNC, outTrans 4 1.6% 12 function call → function call | argDel 3 1.2%

6 function call → function call | argDel, elemNC 4 1.6% remaining 155 combinations 169 66%

7 function call → function call | argAdd 4 1.6% total (167 combinations) 256 100%

Most of the previous library migration work focuses on Java [5, 7, 54], which does not support
the async/await style programming. Supporting the async transformation we found in Python
migrations would require adaptations to these techniques.

4.2 RQ2 What combinations of code changes are common in Python library

migrations?

4.2.1 Motivation. In RQ1, we analyze the program elements and properties involved in the API
mappings we find. However, a migration may require various code changes related to different API
mappings. To fully understand the type of tool support needed for observed migrations, we must
also examine the combinations of code changes in a complete migration. For example, our findings
in RQ1 reveal that 73% of libraries have API mappings that include function call as both source
and target. However, the associated migrations may also include code changes related to attributes.
Thus, in this RQ, we look at migrations in terms of combinations of the code changes that occur.

4.2.2 Methods. For each migration, we initially identify the unique combinations of code changes
in terms of their program elements and properties. For instance, the migration depicted in Figure 7
has four code changes: code changes 35:36-37 and 98:100-101 have function call → function call |
elemNC, asyncTrans, argAdd and code changes 36:38 and 99:102 have attribute → function call

| elemNC, asyncTrans Therefore, the distinct combination of code changes in this example is (1)
function call → function call | elemNC, asyncTrans, argAdd and (2) attribute → function call |
elemNC, asyncTrans . Next, for each unique combination of code changes, we determine the number
of migrations that exhibit this combination. Through this analysis, we identify a total of 167 unique
combinations (the full list is included in our artifacts).

Table 3 displays the 12 most frequent combinations with at least 3 migrations, which we discuss
in the paper. We note how row 11 shows a combination that has two different types of code changes,
due to the properties. Since an import statement change is usually required for all migrations, we
ignored import code changes when determining the combinations. This is why the Table 3 shows a
total of 256 migrations instead of 335 as indicated in Table 1. For the remaining 79 migrations, the
only changes that occurred in the migration were changes to the import statements.

4.2.3 Findings. From Table 3, the most frequent combination is function call replacements with
element name change (8.2%) followed by those with no properties (7%). Within the function call
replacements, we find several repeated property combinations, such as row 3 “argTrans, elemNC”
(4.3%), row 4 “argAdd, argDel, elemNC” (3.1%), and 5 others. Overall, we observe 62 different
combinations of properties associated with migrations that involve function call replacement, which
suggests that performing the client code transformation requires intricate client code changes.
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𝑀𝑖𝑔𝐿𝑂𝐶 = 10, 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝐴𝑃𝐼𝑠 = 10, 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑠 = 4,𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑒𝐴𝑃𝐼𝑠 = 5,𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑀𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 = 2

Fig. 7. requests to aiohttp migration extracted/adapted from raptor123471/dingolingo#1d8923a.

While 152 of the 167 unique combinations (91%) involve function calls in some way, 37% of the
migrations combine functions with other program elements, whether in the same code change or in
a different code change. In 9% of all migrations, we observe attributes combined with function calls
within the same code change, while in 13% migrations, function call and attribute appear in the
same migration but separate code changes. Similarly, decorators pair with function call in the same
code change in 8% of migrations, whereas 11% of migrations have decorators in a different code
change. While exception, type, and function reference appear with function calls in 5%, 3.5%, and
1.6% migrations, respectively, they do not appear in the same code change. Overall, 56% migrations
involve only function calls, 7% migrations involve no function calls, and the remaining 37% involve
function calls along with other program elements.

RQ2: 44% migrations are non-trivial, involving code changes with more than one type of program
element and a variety of properties. Overall, only 16.4% migrations involve just function calls
without any argument or output modifications.

4.2.4 RQ2 discussion. Most existing library migration techniques focus on function calls as the
APIs to migrate [5, 8, 46, 54]. Conceptually, these would not be able to fully support 44% of the
PyMigBench-2.0 migrations with non-function program elements. Numerous techniques identify
only function API mappings, neglecting modifications in arguments or outputs [5, 8, 54]. Only
16.4% of observed migrations had simple function call replacements without additional properties.

4.3 RQ3. How much development effort is needed for Python library migrations?

4.3.1 Motivation. While RQ1 and RQ2 offer insights into the typical code changes required for
library migration, they do not provide information on the associated development effort. In this
RQ, we analyze our data to estimate the development effort needed for library migration, whether
undertaken by a developer or an automated tool.

4.3.2 Methods. Although various metrics exist in software engineering [21], to the best of our
knowledge, none directly measure the development effort required for a migration. Drawing
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Fig. 8. Distribution of estimations of development effort.

inspiration from metrics used to characterize code changes in general [12], we define five simple
metrics to estimate migration development effort. Specifically, our collected migration data allows
us to measure the development effort from two perspectives: the migration size and the minimum
amount of APIs developers need to learn for a migration.
M1 MigLOC is the sum of added and removed migration-related lines in non-import code changes

in a migration. It is an estimation of the size of a migration. The diff in Figure 7, has 7
removed lines (−1, 31-32, 35-36, 98-99) and 13 added lines (+1, 32-33, 36-40, 100-104). Lines
−31-32, +32-33, +39-40 and +103-104 are not migration related and lines −1 and +1 are import
changes. Therefore, there are 4 removed and 6 added migration-related added lines, making
MigLOC=10.

M2 NumAPIs is the total number of source and target API usages that were removed and added,
respectively, in a migration. This provides an indication of the development effort required to
find source API usages and replace them with corresponding target APIs. In Figure 7, the hunk
35-36:36-40 uses two source APIs get() and content and three target APIs ClientSession(),
get(), and text(), totalling to 5 API usages. The same API uses are repeated in hunk
98-99:100-104, making NumAPIs for this diff = 5+5 =10.

M3 NumChanges is the total number of code changes in a migration. To replace source API
usages, developers also need to understand the context (client code) in which the API has
been used, which takes effort. Code changes in a migration can be intermittent, which means
developers need to understand different contexts. NumChanges provides an indication of the
effort required to understand the context. In the example in Figure 7, there are a total of 4
non-import code changes ( 35:36-37, 36:40, 98:100-101 and 99:102). , making NumChanges=4
for this diff.

M4 UniqueAPIs is the number of unique APIs from the source and the target library used in a
migration. When applying a migration, the developer has to understand the source and target
APIs involved in the migration. Accordingly, UniqueAPIs is a proxy for the learning effort
required for the migration. In Figure 7, hunk 35-36:36-40 uses 2 source and 3 target APIs, which
are repeated in hunk 98-99:100-104, making UniqueAPIs=5 for this migration.

M5 UniqueMappings Other than the source and target APIs themselves, developers also have to
learn which source API(s) should be replaced by which target API(s), i.e., API mapping. We use
UniqueMappings to count the number of unique API mappings in a migration. The migration
in Figure 7 has a total of 4 non-import code changes: 35:36-37, 36:38, 98:100-101 and 99:102.
However, both 35:36-37 and 98:100-101 replace the same function calls. Similarly, code changes
36:38 and 99:102 are also identical. Therefore, UniqueMappings=2 in this migration.
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4.3.3 RQ3 Findings. Figure 8 shows the distribution of the five metrics. We use the medians of
these distributions to describe a typical migration. On average, a migration involves 8 changed lines
of code, 7 API instances, and 3 code changes, representing the development effort. From a learning
standpoint, a developer typically needs to learn 4 APIs and 2 API mappings per migration. We find
that for all metrics, the mean values are much higher than the corresponding median value. This
means that the distributions are positively skewed, i.e., there are some migrations requiring very
high development effort. Recall that our dataset includes only single-commit migrations, suggesting
the displayed values already represent a lower bound.

Some migrations may demand high development effort but not necessarily high learning effort.
For example, the migration from library umsgpack to msgpack in commit logicaldash/lise#028d0b34
involves substantial code changes (MigLOC=116, NumAPIs=72, NumChanges=36) but only neces-
sitates learning 6 unique APIs and 3 mappings, indicating many repeated changes for the same
mapping. Conversely, other migrations, like from library twitter to tweepy in commit cloudbotirc/-
cloudbot#f8243223, necessitate both high development and learning effort due to larger differences
between the libraries, requiring learning 35 unique APIs and 17 mappings.

RQ3: A typical Python library migration requires changing 8 LOC and 7 API instances, as well
as understanding 4 APIs and 2 API mappings. However, some library migrations require higher
number of lines of code and API changes as well as API understanding and mapping, reaching
up to changing 758 lines of code, understanding 43 APIs, and mapping 22 APIs.

4.3.4 RQ3 Discussion. The good news for both developers and tools is that the average migration
does not require significant development and learning effort. However, some migrations do require
considerable effort, highlighting the need for tool support to alleviate the manual burden of
migrating libraries. Existing API mapping tools and techniques [15, 46] can reduce learning effort.
However, as pointed above, comprehensive client code transformation tools are still missing. That
said, not all migrations with high development effort necessarily require high learning effort, it
could be that there are many repeated code transformations in a migration. However, such changes
are still not simple “find and replace” or a well-defined refactoring that a developer can apply on a
whole file. One idea could be to develop tools that observe the developer as they make one of these
changes and infer the change pattern that could be applied to the rest of the file (e.g., something
similar to learning from examples [36]). In fact, it would be interesting to see if Large Language
Models already integrated in the IDE, e.g. Copilot, might be effective at such a task.

5 IMPLICATIONS

The contributions of this paper as well as the findings from our empirical study have several
implications for library migration researchers and tool builders.

5.1 Implications for API mapping research

PyMigBench-2.0, unlike the original PyMigBench, includes APIs from each of the 3,096 manually
verified code changes in the dataset. This serves as a ground truth, aiding researchers in evaluating
and training their API mapping techniques. as well as train their techniques using this data. While
most of the existing API mapping techniques focus on one-to-one API mapping, PyMigBench-2.0
includes code changes that involve higher cardinality API replacements. This indicates a need for
higher cardinality API mapping techniques, which PyMigBench-2.0 can facilitate.
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5.2 Implications for client code transformation research

As discussed in RQ2, we find that the client code transformations required in real migrations
go beyond only identifying API mappings, and also beyond focusing on mappings between the
same types of program elements. From RQ1, we also find that some migrations require taking
synchronizations into account, especially if one library supports asynchronous programming while
the other does not. Migration tools that can automatically infer the need to add async/await
keywords are needed. Overall, our characterization of migration-related code changes and analysis
of their frequency in typical migrations allow tool developers to make informed decisions about the
type of client code transformation they should support. Additionally, the labeled and validated code
changes we provide in PyMigBench-2.0 also facilitate the evaluation of any developed migration
techniques.

5.3 Implications for systematic labeling and comparisons

Researchers can use PyMigTax to label the capabilities of their techniques and fairly compare library
migration techniques and identify their limitations. For example, as a conceptual labeling, SOAR
[46] supports one-to-one and one-to-many function call replacements along with function name
change and argument addition, deletion, and transformation. However, SOAR does not support
decorators, attributes, types and many-to-one or many-to-many function call replacements present
in PyMigTax. Moreover, SOAR does not support async transformation, which means it cannot
migrate between synchronous and asynchronous libraries. Together, PyMigTax and PyMigBench-
2.0 allow both conceptual and empirical comparisons of library migration techniques. This allows
the identification of limitations of existing techniques and then developing new techniques to
address these limitations.

6 THREATS TO VALIDITY

6.1 Internal validity

To enhance the accuracy and correctness of SALM and reduce manual effort in identifying code
changes, we performed some automated steps. We used OpenAI’s GPT-4 API to identify non-
analogous libraries and to extract libraries’ import names. The results produced by GPT-4 may not
be completely reliable. We manually verified 25 (5% of all) of GPT-4’s results and 21 of 25 (84%) were
correct. GPT-4 marked the remaining four as non-analogous, but we found them to be analogous.
We acknowledge that if GPT-4 incorrectly indicates that two libraries are non-analogous, we will
miss the related migrations completely. That said, our chosen methodology matches our goal of
ensuring that migrations that end up in our benchmark are actually migrations.

We also ignored the libraries that are not available in PyPI and their corresponding migrations,
because we focus on only third-party libraries. In all these steps, we may have filtered out true
migrations between analogous third-party libraries and thus missed their code changes. Tominimize
this, we validated import names and ignored migrations without code changes during manual
review. Since our manually verified migrations from SALM cover 100% of the library domains and
66% of the library pairs from the original dataset, it is unlikely that any overlooked migrations
would significantly differ from our observations. This assumption is supported by reaching data
saturation after labeling 52 migrations from SALM.
In identifying code changes, we considered only visible modifications detected by git’s diff,

thereby missing instances where an API is replaced with an identical one (e.g., the same qualified
name and signature for function calls). While this could have potentially increased the percentage
of program elements with no element name change, we deem such cases as less relevant for library
migration research, given that identical APIs require no migration action.
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In a migration, a source library could be replaced by many target libraries and vice versa. In this
study, we assume that one library is replaced by one one target library. Although this does not affect
our taxonomy, considering multiple source or target libraries may have increased the estimated
development effort. Thus, our results are primarily applicable to one-to-one library migrations.

6.2 Construct validity

We manually review migrations to identify and label code changes, relying on the authors’ library
knowledge, which could potentially lead to mislabeling. To mitigate this, we reviewed each library’s
documentation and examples, ensuring sufficient understanding. We erred on the side of caution
and skipped unclear migrations (e.g., commits with too many tangled changes and refactorings),
clearly marking them as such. We also refined our results via several iterations of discussions
among the authors and had two authors independently review each migration until achieving
substantial inter-rater agreement and data saturation.
The decision to categorize a set of APIs involved in a migration as multiple one-to-one code

changes or one higher-cardinality code change can often be subjective. We use the API usages,
names, arguments, and documentation to determine if one-to-one relations can be established. In
cases of ambiguity, we consistently categorize these as higher cardinality changes.

Our work focuses on migration-related changes rather than stylistic ones, so we do not consider
changes in the qualified name as code changes during labeling; these can be inferred from the
function name and import statement. Style-related changes were ignored in the identification and
labeling process. All labeled migration data is available for external review and verification.

The metrics we use in RQ3 reflect various characteristic of a migration as proxies for development
effort, and as inspired by existing software engineering and software evolution principles/metrics.
We acknowledge these characteristics or metrics haven’t been validated to directly correlate with
perceived migration development effort. Additionally, we can only approximate the effort related
to observable code changes, without information on testing or additional discussions between team
members. Our aim is to provide some perspective of migration effort, with validating and improving
these metrics being an interesting avenue for future work.

6.3 External validity

The datasets we use only consider single-commit migrations, but previous studies have shown
that library migration can span multiple commits [54]. For this first effort on systematically
characterizing Python library migrations, we limited ourselves to existing datasets. In the future,
we hope to build multi-commit Python migration datasets and investigate whether multi-commit
migrations are more complex than single-commit migrations.
PyMigTax is based on code changes between 141 library pairs containing 208 unique libraries

across 35 domains. While we aimed for data saturation using two datasets and followed a stratified
sampling approach to analyze a statistically representative sample of migrations, we cannot guar-
antee that we observed all types of code changes. We document our extraction and review process
to allow others to extend PyMigTax and PyMigBench-2.0.

7 RELATEDWORK

7.1 Library migration datasets and benchmarks

Teyton et al. [53, 55] and He et al. [28, 29] provide benchmarks for Java library migration. Teyton
et al.’s initial work [53] developed a semi-automatic approach to detect 80 analogous Java library
pairs by mining Maven repository histories and manually verifying the results. They later refined
their methodology [55] to capture multi-commit migrations, ultimately identifying 329 library
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pairs across 32 domains. He et al. [29] took a different approach by using both Teyton et al.’s
mining technique and their own recommendation system to validate a dataset comprising 1,434
analogous library pairs. Later, they expanded this to include 3,163 manually verified migration
commits [28]. Both efforts share a common approach in terms of mining client repository history,
filtering candidates based on specific metrics (e.g., selecting repositories with more than 10 stars,
or analyzing the project dependency files), and manual verification. These collectively provide a
robust methodological foundation for mining library migrations. These methods were also followed
by the Python library migration datasets we use in this paper, SALM [25] and PyMigBench [31],
and which we discussed in detail in Section 2.2. Our work relies on SALM and PyMigBench, but
further expands these datasets by identifying, labeling, and categorizing migration-related code
changes. Notably, aside from line numbers in PyMigBench, neither of the original datasets contains
labeled code changes.

7.2 API mapping

API mapping techniques for library migration can be grouped into history-based and non-history-
based approaches. History-based methods, represented by Teyton et al. [54] and Alrubaye et al. [5],
analyze migration commits to discern and filter function mappings, addressing issues like higher
cardinality mappings [8] and incorporating machine learning from API documentation [6]. In
contrast, non-history-based techniques, like the work by Chen et al. [15] and SOAR [46], employ
unsupervised deep learning models or textual similarity to identify API mappings. Non-history
based techniques are especially useful when there are insufficient historical migration examples.
Despite their merits, both techniques have limitations: history-based approaches struggle with new
libraries [46], SOAR, requiring ample documentation, has been tested on only two domain-specific
libraries (R and Python) [3, 46].

7.3 Client code transformation

The ultimate aim of library migration research is to develop tools that can automatically transform
client code that uses one library to use a different library. Balaban et al. [9] developed a technique
to migrate the uses of legacy Java classes. SOAR above [46] used program synthesis techniques
for client code transformation based on identified API mappings, though it is been evaluated on
just one Python library pair. SOAR is notably the only known technique for Python. Additionally,
there is a substantial body of work on version migration and updating client code due to breaking
changes, such as [14, 47, 58], addressing a related issue. While our study does not propose automated
techniques, our labeling of migration-related code changes helps identify potential API mappings
between analogous Python libraries. This lays foundational knowledge for future API mapping
and code transformation methods, offering insights into the types of code changes to be addressed
and supplying labeled benchmark data for evaluation.

7.4 Library migration taxonomies

To our knowledge, no standard taxonomy exists for types of migration-related code changes.
While some techniques presented above [5, 6, 8, 46, 54] address various code changes, there is no
systematic analysis of possible change types, making their selection unclear. For instance, Alrubaye
et al. categorize API mappings into one-to-one, one-to-many, and many-to-many but only discuss
functions. SOAR [46] considers the need for argument addition, deletion, and transformation but
but is limited by the target library/domain. Our systematic approach to understanding Python code
changes revealed previously unconsidered changes, such as replacements across different types of
program elements).
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7.5 Measuring migration complexity and effort

Defining reliable metrics in software engineering is a long-time challenge, with numerous proposed
metrics to measure code complexity [2, 18, 21, 26, 27, 43], or qualitative levels of complexity [13].
There has also been research been devoted to estimating development effort [4, 23, 30, 33, 42, 52].
While some methods, like [4], use code-based metrics, most analyze software process, relying
on requirements specifications, use cases, work breakdown structure, and other artifacts, often
combined with expert knowledge. Our characterization of migration development effort through
size related metrics and proxies for learning effort were inspired by the above literature as well as
code change measurements [12].

8 CONCLUSION

We conducted an empirical study to gain a comprehensive understanding of Python library migra-
tions. To enable this empirical study, we contributed PyMigBench-2.0, a manually curated library
migration dataset, and PyMigTax, a taxonomy for categorizing migration-related code changes.
PyMigBench-2.0 comprises a collection of 335 migrations sourced from two state-of-the-art migra-
tion datasets, which we have significantly enhanced by incorporating a 3,096 manually verified
and labeled migration-related code change instances.

From our empirical study, we find that 40% of library pairs have API mappings that involve non-
function program elements. We find that 16.4% of the migrations are trivial, involving only function
calls replacements without any argument or output modifications. However, a larger proportion
(44%) are non-trivial, involving code changes with more than one type of program element and a
variety of properties. As an approximation for the development effort involved, we find that, on
average, a developer needs to learn about 4 APIs and 2 API mappings to perform a migration, and
change 8 lines of code. However, we also found cases of migrations that involve up to 43 unique
APIs, 22 API mappings, and 758 lines of code, making them harder to manually implement. Overall,
our contributions provide the necessary knowledge and foundations for developing and evaluating
automated Python library migration techniques.

9 DATA AVAILABILITY

Replication package available at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.24216858.v2 [32].
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